
Exploring Large-Scale Pre-training 
for Satellite Images



Introduction
● Almost all of the state-of-the-art deep learning models rely on the following 

framework.
○ Pre-train on ImageNet or another human labeled dataset.
○ Fine-tune on the target task.



Learning from Instagram Images with Hashtags

● Mahajan et al. builds an image recognition dataset consisting of 3 billion 
images from Instagram.

● They label the images using the hashtags given by the users. 
● Two sets of labels are used:

○ ImageNet labels (1k)
○ WordNet synsets (17k)

● Pre-training improves the 
       recognition accuracy in the target
       task by %5.                       



Learning from Satellite Images using Wikipedia Articles

● In its most recent dump, Wikipedia contains ~5 million articles (English) and 
~1 million articles are geo-referenced.

Scatter plot of the distribution of geo-tagged Wikipedia articles together with corresponding high 
resolution images.



Pairing Articles to Images

Collect a high 
resolution image



Image Collection
● We collect high resolution images from about 900k coordinates worldwide.
● Images come from DigitalGlobe satellites and no filtering is applied to remove 

cloudy images.
● Grayscale images are kept and converted to RGB to add into our dataset.



Representation Learning using Weak Supervision

Downstream Task
(fMoW, Poverty Prediction, 

Object Detection, etc.)



Post-processing the Weak Labels
● After the labeling step, we obtain labels from 98 fine-level classes.
● However, some labels such as culture, battle, event do not convey any 

visual information.
● Additionally, we remove labels that are represented by less than 100 samples, 

resulting in 55 remaining labels.



Flipped and Adversarial Label Noise

Extracted Weak Label -> ‘School’ Extracted Weak Label -> ‘Incident’ Extracted Weak Label -> County Extracted Weak Label -> Town

● Our crude method for labeling articles results in large amount of flipped and 
adversarial label noise.



Representation Learning with Image to Text Matching

● Our crude method for labeling articles results in large amount of flipped and 
adversarial label noise.

● It is time-consuming and requires post-processing steps to reduce the label 
noise and handle class imbalance problem.

○ Merging labels results in class imbalance problem whereas not merging leads to large label 
noise.

● Can we find a better way to learn representations using multi-modal data 
without even extracting the weak labels?

○ Image to Text Matching



Image to Text Matching (Wang et al. PAMI19)



Image to Text Matching for Unsupervised Learning

Downstream Task
(fMoW, Poverty Prediction, 

Object Detection, etc.)



Flipped Label Noise
Extracted Weak Label -> ‘INCIDENT’

*The word “Water” is mentioned 10 times in the article.
*The word “Sea” is mentioned 11 times in the article
*The word “Port” is mentioned 11 times in the article



Flipped Label Noise

*The word “Stadium” is mentioned 19 times in the article.

Extracted Weak Label -> Event



Adversarial Label Noise

● A big part of the Wikipedia dataset consist of images that are not visually different but labeled into 
different categories such as city, country, populated place.

● Labeling satellite images are already difficult for humans. Doing crude labeling using the articles 
introduces large amount of adversarial label noise.

● Image to text matching method basically softens the loss function that penalizes the network.



Reducing Adversarial Label Noise using Image2Text Matching

Adversarial Labels



What is CNN Learning with Image2Text Matching?

0.39 0.33

0.51

0.38 0.41

0.43

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AT%26T_Stadiu
m



Target Task- fMoW
● We use the recently released functional map of the world (fMoW) dataset 

consisting high resolution DigitalGlobe images.
● It includes 83k, 15k, and 15k unique bounding boxes across 62 classes from 

the training, validation, and test sets.
● It also provides temporal views from each area.



Single View Reasoning on fMoW

Predictions
t_1

Gap decreases Gap decreases



Temporal Reasoning on fMoW

t_1

t_2

t_3

Maximum 
Likelihood 
(Average 

Predictions)

Full training set-350k samples



Target Task-Land Cover Classification



Target Task-Semantic Segmentation
● To quantify the learned representations on a different task, we use the 

SpaceNet Semantic Segmentation dataset.

● Overall, there are 5000 and 2000 training and test images from the RIO 
region for building class.



Architecture

Loss Function : Pixel Level Cross Entropy



Cloud-Free Image Generation using 
Spatiotemporal Generative Networks



Introduction
● Clouds dominate satellite images as they can sometimes completely occlude 

the region.
● Mostly, when analyzing satellite images we simply generate cloud masks of 

the image, and discard the image.
● On the other hand, processing cloudy images with computer vision models 

can lead to wrong ground information collection.
● In this study, we propose a Generative Adversarial Network to generate 

cloud-free image conditioned on the cloudy images.



Framework to Build Paired Dataset

1st Run

2nd Run



Building Paired Dataset using CycleGan
● At the end of first iteration, we collect 97640 cloudy or cloud-free image from 

a point at time t.
● We can use CycleGan to generate cloudy image given cloud-free image, and 

vice versa.

Real or 
Fake?

Real or 
Fake?DB

DADB

Real Image 
in Domain A

Reconstructed Image Real Image 
in Domain B

Fake Image 
in Domain B

Fake Image 
in Domain A

Reconstructed Image

Real Image 
in Domain B

Real Image 
in Domain A



Visual Examples
CycleGan generated pairs Pairs from real dataset



Collecting Spatiotemporal Dataset
● To build a spatiotemporal dataset, we simply collect images from the same 

points at the previous time periods until we find three cloudy and one 
cloud-free image from the same area.



Spatial-only and Spatiotemporal Methods



Pix2Pix for Paired Spatial-only Dataset



Spatiotemporal GANs - (STGAN-Branched U-Net)

Loss Function :



Spatiotemporal GANs - (STGAN-Branched ResNet)

The architecture of Encoder and Decoder

Loss Function :



Results

Results on Spatial-only Dataset

Results on Spatiotemporal Dataset



Visual Results



PatchDrop: Dynamic Image Masking 
using Reinforcement Learning



Motivation

Low Resolution Image 

High Resolution Image - Patches only Sampled from Semantically Meaningful Points



PatchDrop - An Adaptive Patch Sampling Framework

Do we need all the patches in an image to infer correct decisions?

92.3% 91.1% 88.4% 46.3%

CIFAR10

Can we design a conditional patch dropping strategy?



Modeling the Agent
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PatchDrop

8x8

32x32



Modeling the Agent and Reward Function
● The agent is trained using the predictions from the classification model.



8x8

32x32

Pre-training the Agent

*First, the classifier is trained 
on 32x32 original CIFAR10 
images. It achieves 92.3% on 
test.

ResNet32

ResNet8

*Next, the agent is trained on 
8x8 low resolution images.

*Curriculum learning is applied 
to stabilize training.



Joint Fine-tuning

*The pre-trained agent is used 
to drop patches from the 
original image.

*The classifier is then trained 
jointly with the agent.

8x8

32x32

ResNet8

ResNet32



Pre-training

Joint
Fine-tuning

Training on CIFAR10



Baseline Models - Fixed Policy

Central P-I = 9 Random P = 9Central P-II = 9



Baseline Models - Activation Maps



Results on CIFAR10

Accuracy (%)
(Pre-training) P Accuracy (%)

(Joint Fine-tuning) P

Central P-I 71.2 9 88.8 9

Central P-II 64.7 9 88.4 9

Random P 40.6 ∓ 1.2 9 88.1∓0.4 9

Activation Map 68.6 9 85.2 9

Ours 80.6 8.5 92.0 7.8

NoDrop N/A N/A 92.3 16



PatchDrop - Visualizing Agent’s Output


